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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
“O my God! use Thou me again, alway. For ever! For ever!
That which came fire from Thee cometh water from me; let therefore Thy Spirit lay
hold on me, so that my right hand loose the lightning.”
Liber VII:II 1-2

Two Horizons would like to thank the following individuals for their literary
contribution to this periodical:

Brother Stephen J. King, Brother Cosimo Salvatorelli, Brother Simon Willis and
Sister Sarah Latorre for their articles and of course we would like to thank all our
contributing artists.

All are welcome to send through expressions of interest for articles,
artworks, poetry and the like to be included in T.H.O.T.H. or the Two
Horizons Website or Facebook page simply by contacting us.
enquiries@twohorizons.space
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Aleister Crowley
from “The Equinox” Volume V Number 3
© Ordo Templi Orients
T.H.O.T.H.
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GREETINGS FROM TWO HORIZONS
Editorial
Tikky Zappia

26 Trigram Ta Ch’u – The Taming Power of the Great.
“Heaven within the mountain points to hidden treasures. In the words and deeds of
the past there lies hidden a treasure that men may use to strengthen and elevate their own
characters. The way to study the past is not to confine oneself to mere knowledge of history
but, through application of this knowledge, to give actuality to the past..”
The I Ching or Book of Changes, Richard Wilhelm Translation.

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law.

Greetings of the Solstice!
We would firstly like to thank everyone who provided feedback regarding T.H.O.T.H.
Volume I, Number 1. It was quite the undertaking and we have received such a positive
response. It is greatly appreciated. The work that goes into such a production is quite
involved, and co-ordinating the publication on a global level is quite the task - but one well
worth doing!
Following on from the first edition of T.H.O.T.H., as one may expect to be the case
when dealing with a topic such as Religion in Thelema, we were guided and inspired in this
Number to include a Special Supplement - dictated by the Current we were working with eventuating in the publication of the little known paper written by Frater Achad – Charles
Stansfeld Jones. I won’t go into the essay here aside from saying that the Supplement wanted
to be published and the pathway was made open quite swiftly to allow for it to happen.
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Thank you dearly to Carl Abrahamson and Stephen J. King for assisting us with breathing
new life into and resurrecting the document. There is so much archival material out there
laying in boxes, known and unknown that bides its time until the appropriate platform arrives.
We hope that Two Horizons has done “Christ and the Message of the Master Therion”
Justice!
Welcome to the second edition of THOTH – “Taoist Alchemy and Eastern Mysticism
in Thelema”. Within these pages we seek to unite the East and West, Mystical theories and
practices, by taking a closer look at shared concepts such as the role of the Oracle, the
Bodhisattva vow and the rites of Death and that which lays beyond it. I may add that it has
been interesting to note that whilst we have been working on this Eastern Edition of Thoth,
we have seen the theme pop up around the globe with talks on Tantra and Thelema, The way
of the Tao, and Liber Trigrammaton. Again, these mysteries want to be spoken of, sung and
written about, they want to be expressed and not remain dormant as concepts of the past.
These topics are organic, living Archetypes that seek to work through our psyches and
become initiations unto themselves.
Coming up on the Horizon, Our Ecclesiastique Summae, which was translated into
Italian was broadcasted via “Thelema Radio” for your easy listening pleasure https://www.facebook.com/radiothelema/ . We have also teamed up with Ordo Templi
Orientis New Zealand to run a lecture series entitled “SPARKS OF THE INTIMATE FIRE”
in February 2019. Finally, we have a call out for our next issue of T.H.O.T.H “Initiation and
Individuation : Jungian Psychology in Thelema”. Details for both can be found within these
pages.
We wish you all a happy, safe Solstice and vulgar New Year.

"The Tao of Heaven is likened to the bending of a Bow, whereby the high part is brought
down, and the low part raised up. The extreme is diminished, and the middle increased"
LXXCII – The Way of Heaven
Tao Te Ching – Ko Hsüan (Aleister Crowley)

Love is the law, love under will.
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Lewis Fuller,
T.H.O.T.H.
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THE DRAGON-TIGER CLASSIC
A manual of Taoist Alchemy
A Reflection and Commentary by Giuseppe Zappia
with detailed comparative reference to the Ancient Art of Chinese Medicine

Part I

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.
“To age with the sun and moon and be renewed by spring and summer, to conserve
the seeds of growth in autumn and winter and to be nourished by the eternal breath of the
Tao—these are the goals of the Taoist alchemists, the masters of the arts of health, longevity,
and immortality.”1

In many ways this paper serves two purposes, one is that it
is an exploration of an Ancient Taoist Alchemical Classic in its
own right, and two that it is somewhat of a continuation of the
essay “CONIUNCTIO a Study of the Formulae of the Rose and
Cross” that appeared in the first edition of T.H.O.T.H. - Volume I
number 1 - but viewed from an Eastern perspective.
In presenting a work such as The Dragon-Tiger Classic it is
first necessary to provide history and context regarding the
(proposed) origins of the text itself. In her comprehensive and
illuminating book “Harmonizing Yin and Yang” Eva Wong writes:
“The [Dragon-Tiger] classic, written in ancient times by an
unknown author and published during the fifteenth century BCE, is
regarded by contemporary Taoist practitioners as the most complete
guide to spiritual transformation” 2

1
2

Wong, E. (1997). Harmonizing yin and yang. 1st ed. Boston: Shambhala.
Ibid.
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Two significant commentaries - providing a detailed analysis - were written upon this
Taoist Alchemical Classic, found within the T’ai-hsuan - Great Vehicle - component of the
Taoist canon. The canon itself was published at the time of the reigning Emperor Cheng
T’ung (1436 - 1449 CE) during the Ming Dynasty (1368 - 1644 CE).
Two Taoists of the Sung Dynasty (960 -1279 CE), Chou Chen-i and Wang Tao, are
credited with the version of the Classic (along with commentary) that appears in the Cheng
T’ung Taoist canon. The Taoist scholar Wang Tao was of the opinion that the Dragon-Tiger
Classic was one of the oldest known texts of Taoist Alchemy. He proposed that it may have
been written prior to the Dynasty of the Eastern Han (25 - 220 CE). This proposal was
disputed by the Sung Dynasty neo-Confucianist philosopher Chu Hsi, who believed that the
origin of the text was of much later date, probably around the time of the T’ang Dynasty (618
- 906 CE).
The fact remains that we can not say for certain when the Dragon-Tiger Classic was
actually written. We can however confidently state that the text is of great antiquity and
furthermore that it has been - and continues to be - highly revered by eminent Taoist scholars
and practitioners since the time of its composition.
As with most of the modes of Spirituality, Alchemy, Philosophy, and Medicine - not
to mention the Soft and Hard styles of Martial Arts - that originated in Ancient China, at their
core was (and still is)

Yin Yang Theory and the Trigrams of the Ba Gua.

The Dragon-Tiger Classic is certainly no exception. Whilst it is true that much of the
wisdom of the Ancients has been lost to the sands of time, we are fortunate in that unbeknown to many practitioners themselves - the Mystical Art of Taoist Alchemy (internal
and external) remains alive and well in the teachings of Chinese Medicine.
In particular Chinese Herbal Medicine and Acupuncture have - for those who have
eyes to see - retained much of the primal wisdom that was housed within many of the various
Ancient manuals of Alchemical practice. Chinese Medicine owes its genius to the fact that it's
origins spring from the Movements of the Yin and the Yang, the Ba Gua and the Way of the
Tao, incorporating the mutations of the Tao with the Yin and the Yang as it moves toward
spiritual, natural, and physiological homeostatic equilibrium and wholeness. The
permutations of the Ba Gua into the Hexagrams of the I Ching form the theoretical and
practical basis for all of the diagnostic methods and treatment principals contained within the
Ancient Classics of Chinese Medicine as well as in the Healing Art itself.
To truly access the wellspring of healing potential that resides at the Core of Chinese
Medicine and Taoist Alchemy, we must return to the Root and rediscover the Ancient
T.H.O.T.H.
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Wisdom ourselves, but with Modern minds. Then, be it by perseverance or by providence, a
pathway may be made open between past and present whereby one may gain access to the
Body of Sacred Knowledge that has alluded so many practitioners for so long. Thus we may
“take these thought-forms that have become historically fixed, try to melt them down again
and pour them into moulds of immediate experience.”3
To utilise Chinese Medicine in a manner that would assist one in gaining access to the
inner workings of the Taoist Alchemy contained within The Dragon-Tiger Classic it is first
necessary to understand the basic ideas, principles and attributions associated with the
Ancient Art of Chinese Medicine. To this end what follows is a cursory look at some of the
major components of the Healing Art.
The Microcosm of the Human Being - the Spiritual, Psycho-emotional and
Physiological construct of the individual is made up of 5 Major components. They are:

1. Shen (Mind/Spirit)
2. Hun (Ethereal Soul)
3. Po (Corporeal Soul)
4. Yi (Intellect)
5. Zhi (Will-power)

These 5 components (and their corresponding natures) of the individual are said to be
housed within certain bodily organs, they are:

1. Shen - resides in the Heart
2. Hun - resides in the Liver
3. Po - resides in the Lung
4. Yi - resides in the Spleen
5. Zhi - resides in the Kidney

In classical Chinese Medicine, the idea that the essence or energy associated with
these components is actually housed within the physical organs is not simply metaphorical or
philosophical, but rather actual. It is believed, and we doubt it not, that the proper
manipulation - via acupuncture or herbs - of these internal organs can and does have a direct

3

Jung C.., “Psychology and Religion” in Psychology and Religion: West and East. C.W., 11, par. 148.

T.H.O.T.H.
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effect upon the corresponding components of the wholistic constitution of the human being.
Of course the opposite is also true, that the illness or dis- ease of any one of the above organs
can be (and usually is) considered to be due to the illness or dis-ease of the particular organ’s
finer or more exalted corresponding function.
For example, when diagnosing a patient that presents with tachycardia or arrhythmia,
the nature of the patient’s mental state and spirit (Shen) will be carefully investigated - and
taken into primary consideration - as it has a direct influence over the rhythmic working of
the Heart. Similarly if a patient presents with problems relating to the Liver, the practitioner
will often find that the patient suffers from extreme irritability, bouts of anger, and in
particular excessive dreaming which is attributed to the restlessness of the Ethereal soul
(Hun) which leaves the physical body and travels of its own accord as it were. This is not so
dissimilar to the concept of the Body of Light or Scin-laeca leaving the body and travelling as
it will, which in turn leaves it open to hostile forces and ultimately taxes and in some cases
exhausts the mental, emotional and physical aspect of the individual.

Next the major organs of the human being are broken up into two groups,
corresponding to Yin and Yang:

Yin (Zang):
1. Lung
2. Kidney
3. Liver
4. Heart
5. Spleen
Yang (Fu):
1. Large Intestine
2. Bladder
3. Gallbladder
4. Pericardium
5. Small Intestine
6. Stomach

T.H.O.T.H.
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The Zang Fu are interpreted as Zang = full or solid organs that hold substance, and Fu
= hollow or emptying organs through which substance passes. Each of the Yin and Yang
organs, the Zang Fu, are attributed to the Trigrams of the Ba Gua as depicted above.

Furthermore, from
the multiplication of the Gua
(Trigrams), the Hexagrams
of the I Ching are formed,
that are in turn attributed to
the Jing-Luo (Meridians) energetic pathways associated with each of the
Zang Fu, along with various
other physiological
associations that would be
beyond the scope of this
paper to delve into.
The next
fundamental component of
Chinese Medicine that we
need to familiarise ourselves with is the Wu Xing (5 Phases) model, which is aptly
summarised in the diagram:
Each Element and or Phase corresponds to one of the Zang Fu, and each of the Zang
Fu organs are said to rule (be predominant) for a 2hr period of time throughout each 24hr
block, this is demonstrated in the classical image of the Chinese Medicine Horary Clock
overleaf:
Now when we discuss the 5 elements in Chinese Medicine and or Taoist Alchemy, it
is important to note that whilst many similarities may of course be drawn between the
concept of the 5 elements/phases of Chinese Alchemy and the concept of the 5 elements in
Western Hermeticism they are not exactly same thing. In his Preface to a translation of the
Chinese Medicine Classic, the Nan Jing (commonly known as The Classic of Difficulties4)
Bob Flaws writes:

4

Flaws, Bob, The Classic of Difficulties: A Translation of the Nan Jing, Blue Poppy Press
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“Five phase theory is a further evolution of yin yang theory whereby everything in the
phenomenal universe corresponds to one or some combination of five basic phases. Because
these five phases reminded early Westerners of the four elements of Western scholastic
medicine, they were first erroneously named the five elements. However, these five are not
static entities or elements but rather five stages in the evolution of any phenomenally existing
thing which also engender and restrain each other in a constantly changing and dynamic
way.”

T.H.O.T.H.
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By “engender” and “restrain” Mr. Flaws is alluding to the constantly changing and
interacting Cycles that work through the 5 phases, these cycles are known as:

•

Sheng - The Creative Cycle

•

Ke - The Destructive Cycle

•

Cheng - The Overactive Cycle

•

Wu - Insulting Cycle

Without delving too deeply into the modes of these particular Cycles it is enough to
say that their prime functions and the way that each element interacts with another when in
the midst of any given Cycle closely resembles the English title that is assigned to it. Thus the
Sheng or Creative Cycle demonstrates the Mother/Child relationship between the elements,
how one element gives birth to the next:

•

Wood is the Mother of Fire

•

Fire is the Mother of Earth

•

Earth is the Mother of Metal

•

Metal is the Mother of Water

•

Water is the Mother of Wood

Finally we move to what in Chinese Medicine/Alchemy might very well be
considered the quintessential components of the individual, which are known as the Sanbao Three Jewels. They are:

T.H.O.T.H.
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Jing

•

Qi

•
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Whilst many Western scholars have attempted to translate these words into English,
their essence in my opinion can only really be understood by prolonged meditation and
contemplation of their original Chinese character. Nonetheless the English translations are as
follows:

•

Jing = Essence (pre-Heaven and post-Heaven i.e. pre-Birth and post-Birth)

•

Qi = Energetic-force (that which animates density, all penetrative)

•

Shen = Spirit (but also Mind, more so in the Buddhist sense, rather than the

Western concept)

The Chinese characters for the Three Jewels are as follows:
“Jing is the fount of our life, the alchemy of Yin and Yang
that we inherit from our parents, our constitution. It is the seed of life
from which our body springs, flowers and then seeds. This energy is
stored within and by our Kidneys, it creates our body, guides its
development, manifests its change into adulthood, and its decline
leads us into our old age and senescence.”5
I am sure that by now you’re probably asking yourself what
any or all of this has to do with the Alchemy of the Dragon-Tiger
Classic, to which I will answer - everything! It has been necessary to
delve into the basics of Chinese Medicine so that the comparative
discussion that will appear in Part II will not be completely lost on the
reader. Furthermore that the reader should have immediate access to
points of reference when certain components or attributes of Chinese
Medicine are closely looked at.

To conclude, let us meditate upon the following proposition:

5

Keown, Daniel. The Spark in the Machine: How the Science of Acupuncture Explains the Mysteries of Western Medicine
(p. 108). Jessica Kingsley Publishers. Kindle Edition.

T.H.O.T.H.
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If what we may call the “spiritual” components and attributes of an individual are
housed/reside temporarily within the physical organs - as stated in Chinese Medicine
doctrine - then it must stand to reason that by manipulating the appropriate organs, either
via acupuncture or Chinese herbs, the corresponding spiritual attribute may also be altered
or adjusted as the case may be.

We are well aware of the manner in which certain exalted spiritual states and
experiences can effect the physical body. One need only to have a read of Gopi Krishna’s
classic “Kundalini - The Evolutionary Energy in Man” to gain an appreciation of this. As
Above so Below, and vice versa.
Thus concludes Part I of this paper, Part II in which the Alchemy of the DragonTiger Classic itself will be discussed in light of the (Chinese Medicine) information cited
above will appear in the next edition of T.H.O.T.H. as a Special Supplement. Stay tuned!

Love is the law, love under will.

T.H.O.T.H.
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Yoga
Alex Lo Vetro - Italy
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IL VOTO DEL BODHISATTVA NEL THELEMA
Cosimo Salvatorelli
“JOY UNTO YE, O MEN OF MYALBA.
A PILGRIM HATH RETURNED BACK
FROM THE OTHER SHORE.
A NEW ARHAT IS BORN.
Peace to all Beings6”

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.

Secondo il Buddismo Mahayana, un maestro autentico può guidare lo studente
attraverso il processo che alla fine gli permette di prendere il voto di Bodhisattva 7.
L’aspirante, dunque, impegnandosi nella devozione, avendo generato amorevolezza e
compassione, diventa consapevole della necessità di essere di beneficio agli esseri senzienti.
Egli, allora, rinuncia al Nirvana per reincarnarsi e adempiere all’Opera.
Il voto, nel Buddismo Mahayana, ha sempre rappresentato un aspetto fondamentale
nella pratica di un Bodhisattva, infatti, si può definire quest’ultimo come ‘colui che vive
secondo i voti’.
Nelle scuole Mahayana cinesi, giapponesi e coreane, i voti del Bodhisattva sono
quattro:

Gli esseri sono innumerevoli, voto di aiutarli tutti;
Le brame sono inesauribili, voto di estirparle tutte;
Gli insegnamenti sono infiniti, voto di apprenderli;
La Via del Buddha è suprema, voto di realizzarla.

6
7

The Equinox, III.1, Weiser Books, 2007
Egli è un essere vivente che aspira all’illuminazione attraverso il servizio all’umanità

T.H.O.T.H.
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Dopo averli pronunciati e poter perseguire il perfezionamento spirituale, nel Canone
cinese8 sono elencati dieci precetti maggiori e quarantotto precetti minori mentre in quello
tibetano si hanno tre principi, diciotto azioni che se commesse costituiscono il declino
spirituale, e quarantasei tipi di condotta errati9. Le promessa di mantenere i voti del
Bodhisattva non si applica solamente a questa vita, ma anche a tutte le vite successive. Essi,
così, diventano dei legami sottili che proseguono nelle vite future all’interno del continuum
mentale. Questi strumenti, dunque, si trasformano nell’arma magica per legare
definitivamente azioni e parole.
In questo modo, passo dopo passo, La Vita è Uno con La Via, mostrando La Verità. Il
Bodhisattva diventa “Maitreya”, l’Unto, il Messia e la “Ruota” del Dharma è conquistata.
Nel Thelema, il Bodhisattva può essere facilmente equiparato al complesso di energia
che chiamiamo “Maestro del Tempio”. Alcune similitudini tra le due figure possiamo
coglierle nel poema “One Star in Sight10”:
“To attain the grade of Magus he must accomplish Three Tasks; the renunciation of
His enjoyment of the Infinite so that he may formulate Himself as the Finite; the acquisition
of the practical secrets alike of initiating and governing His proposed new Universe and the
identification of himself with the impersonal idea of Love.”
Questo triplice compito permette al Magister di stabilizzare il rapporto con l’Angelo,
affinchè non vi sia un’identità definita tra i due11.
Il Maestro del Tempio, quindi, completa la sua identificazione con V.V.V.V.V.: La
Via, La Verità e La Vita.

“For two things are done and a third thing is begun. Isis and Osiris are
given over to incest and adultery. Horus leaps up thrice armed from the womb of his
mother. Harpocrates his twin is hidden within him. SET is his holy covenant, that he
shall display in the great day of M.A.A.T., that is being interpreted the Master of the
Temple of A.'. A.'., whose name is Truth.”

8

Brahmajalasutra
P.Williams, Mahayana Buddism. The Doctrinal Foundations. Routledge, 2008
10
A.Crowley, Book Four, Weiser Books, 1998
11
Studiando, infatti, i lavorI di Frater P., a volte non si riesce a distinguere V.V.V.V.V. da Vi Veri Vniversum
Vivus Vici.
9

T.H.O.T.H.
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Il Santo Patto, dunque, è una possibilità che può essere conseguita “qui e ora”.
Proclamare “il grande giorno di M.A.A.T.” sta a significare diventare un Bodhisattva 12.
Crowley in “Magick without tears” scrive:
“The new Master is ‘cast out’ into the sphere appropriate to the nature of his own
particular Great Work. And it is proper for him to act in true accordance with the nature of
the man as he was when he passed through that Sphere (or Grade) on his upward journey 13”

A questo punto, possiamo comprendere che il Maestro, essendo indifferente verso le
impressioni e rinunciando a Tutto14 cura il proprio Giardino occupandosi esclusivamente
della Sua Opera, armonizzando in questa maniera l’Io e l’Altruismo. Infatti, nel Grande
Ordine il giuramento di ogni grado comprende anche il servizio all’umanità.
Potremmo definire, dunque, le tre triadi dell’Ordine che Ha Nessun Nome tra gli
Uomini: Eremita, Amante e uomo della Terra, come i tre tipi di Bodhisattva: Trascendente,
Terreno e Apprendista. I Trascendenti sono quei Bodhisattva che hanno raggiunto
la Buddità, ma hanno rimandato il loro ingresso nel Nirvana. Essi si manifestano in una
grande varietà di forme che vanno da quelle dei corpi divini a quelle dei corpi fisici di esseri
ordinari. L'obiettivo del Bodhisattva Trascendente è quello di prestare assistenza a coloro che
hanno suscitato dal profondo dei loro cuori l'aspirazione fondamentale e la determinazione a
liberarsi delle catene del Samsara. I Bodhisattva Terreni sono quegli individui che hanno
raggiunto almeno uno dei dieci stadi di sviluppo del Bodhisattva15 oltre ad aver realizzato le
tre tappe del Sentiero dell'Accumulazione: Aspirazione, Intenzione e l'Applicazione di una
mente compassionevole che aspira a conseguire la piena illuminazione a favore del benessere
di tutti gli esseri. I Bodhisattva Apprendisti sono quelli che hanno preso il voto del
Bodhisattva di perseguire un percorso per il beneficio di tutti gli esseri, ma non possono
ancora essere accuratamente definiti come veri Bodhisattva a causa dell'insufficiente
raggiungimento della vera saggezza.

12

Questa è la Seconda Venuta. Non c’è alcun dio salvatore che scende dai cieli ma solo la possibilità di
coagulare la Pura Volontà.
13
Capitolo 32
14
O per dirla in maniera diversa, Egli rinuncia a Pan
15
Nel sistema di Thelema lo possiamo definire come Adept Minor Within.

T.H.O.T.H.
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“Sono simili a quegli studenti aspiranti medici che possono solo contribuire in
maniera molto limitata alla pratica della medicina, fino a quando non completano i loro
studi e acquisiscono sufficiente abilità ed esperienza pratica nella medicina16.”

Nonostante le diversità del linguaggio simbolico, possiamo concludere che il centro
della ruota nel sentiero spirituale consiste nell’unione tra l’evoluzione personale e il
progresso dell’umanità. La diversità tra le varie “correnti” che perseguono il “Punto
Levigato” è solo la promessa dell’Angelo:
“Thou shalt instruct thy servant in his ways, thou shalt speak often with him.”
Liber LXV – I,30

Love is the law, love under will.
.

16

An Ocean of Blessings: Heart Teachings of Drubwang Penor Rinpoch, Snow Lion, 2017
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“By going into

transformation, but
protecting the centre while
undergoing this change, it
is possible to raise the
transient into the eternal
and to create a work which,

evolution

through
and subsequent involution,
contains a tension with the
effect that the work does
not end with death, but that
through this tension a new
life’s cycle is created.”
- Richard Wilhelm
Photography & Design by
Tikky Zappia, Australia
T.H.O.T.H.
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GLI ORACOLI DEGLI DEI
Tra Oriente e Occidente
Sarah Latorre

“… Attraverso il potere della verità dei Tre Gioielli
e delle Tre Radici non illusorie che si manifestano in modo indipendente,
fai che sia chiaro ciò che deve essere accettato e ciò che deve essere abbandonato”.
Invocazione a Manjushri1 secondo il MO Tibetano2

Fai ciò che vuoi sarà tutta la Legge.
Di cosa sia l’inconscio e di dove esso sia collocato all’interno della nostra psiche è
ancora oggi fonte di dibattito. C.G. Jung definisce l’inconscio come una ‘realtà in potenza’, e
scrive: “Il pensiero che faremo, l’azione che compiremo, lo stesso destino di cui ci
lamenteremo domani, son già presenti inconsciamente oggi”.17 Il desiderio dell’essere umano
di sapere gli eventi del futuro, o la capacità del futuro di manifestarsi agli esseri umani, ha
origini antichissime, ed è proprio grazie a questa brama che nel corso dei secoli, e presso tutte
le civiltà, si sono sviluppate diverse tecniche per far si che persone con sensibilità più
spiccata possano sperimentare e dare voce a questa ‘realtà in potenza’. Asia, America, Africa,
ma anche nell’Europa arcaica
sono presenti forme oracolari,
che, oltre a predire il fato,
fungevano da ‘ispirazione’ per
coloro che desideravano
intraprendere una determinata
Via.
L’oracolo più famoso
della religione greca è senza
alcun dubbio l’Oracolo di
17

C.G.Jung - Coscienza Inconscio e Individuazione, Bollati Boringhieri, pagina 21
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Delfi.
A 500 metri sopra il livello del mare, il Santuario di Delfi (nell’immagine), considerato il
centro del mondo antico e sacro al dio Apollo, è datato intorno al VIII secolo a.c. Tuttavia i
culti oracolari sono da ritenersi molto più antichi. In tempi più remoti vi sorgeva un altro
tempio, dedicato alla dea madre Gea, con già presente un Oracolo alla cui guardia vi era
posto un dragone. Secondo il mito, questo mostro (altre fonti riferiscono di un serpente di
nome Pitone) fu figlio di Era, partorito senza l’intervento di Zeus 18, affinchè uccidesse la
rivale Leto con cui Zeus concepì Apollo e Artemide. Apollo, nato da soli quattro giorni,
uccise l’enorme rettile proprio dentro il tempio di Gea, di fronte all’abisso che era venerato
come il ‘sacro ombelico’ (Omphalos), centro della Terra.19 Da quel momento il tempio
divenne sacro ad Apollo, le sacerdotesse/oracoli furono ribattezzate Pizie (dal greco
“Pitonessa”), e dai fumi della decomposizione del dragone esse raggiungevano stati di estasi
e parlavano per bocca del Dio. Questo mito rappresenta sicuramente uno dei primi esempi di
‘viaggio dell’eroe’. Il prode cavaliere parte, affronta il mostro per salvare la fanciulla ed
edifica il suo regno. Esso rappresenta e ci racconta anche il cambio di Eone, di quando il sole
( il principio maschile) ebbe la meglio sulla luna ( il principio femminile). Tuttavia il
femminile non viene estirpato ma assimilato in una comprensione più ampia. Sappiamo
infatti che un Santuario dedicato alla dea Atena 20 precedeva l’ingresso al tempio principale.
Dea non solo della Saggezza ma anche della tessitura, Atena da un punto di vista prettamente
psicologico21 rappresenta il collegamento di tutti gli eventi, che nel contesto oracolare
potrebbe indicare una giusta interpretazione della “visione”. Sul fronte del tempio di Apollo
vi era la scritta in greco “Gnothi Seauton” ovvero “Conosci te stesso”, invito senza dubbio
‘esoterico’, che esortava a conoscere la vera fonte di Conoscenza 22 che è dentro di noi.
Socrate fece di questo invito il suo motto. Il legame col culto matriarcale tuttavia rimane
evidente, come già scritto, Delfi nel mondo classico veniva considerato “l’ombelico del
mondo”, analogia comune a molti santuari dell’antichità. La terra rappresenta da un punto di
vista sia fisico che trascendente, l’utero della vita e della realtà cosi come noi la viviamo, il
suo centro, il punto da dove viene nutrito e alimentato il mondo è il suo ombelico.23 In tutto il
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Così come Zeus generò Atena senza l’intervento di Era
Angela Cerinotti – Miti Greci e di Roma Antica, Giunti Editore
20
Saggezza è un tema ricorrente in tutti gli oracoli
21
James Hillman, Figure del mito, Adelphi
22
Non quella intellettuale ma come Gnosi
23
Erich Neumann, La grande Madre, Casa Editrice Astrolabio
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mondo antico, gli oracoli godevano di un prestigio che diede vita ad una commistione tra
religione e politica. Nel territorio italico vi era uno dei più famosi oracoli del mondo greco e
latino, la Sibilla Cumana, chiamata anche Amaltea, Demofila e Appenninica 24. La Profetessa
dava i suoi responsi nel suo antro a Cuma, 25 un labirinto oracolare che richiama una discesa
verso gli inferi, ma anche, come nel caso della Pizia di Delfi, un ritorno all’utero materno.
Secondo Eric Neumann, psicologo e allievo di C.G. Jung, simbolicamente l’utero appare
come bocca26 e quindi è da esso che nasce il Logos, la Parola, ma anche più semplicemente, è
da dove ha origine la vita e il divenire 27. Anch’ella legata alla figura del dio Apollo, la Sibilla
Cumana era anche Sacerdotessa della dea Ecate. Il mito racconta che Apollo, perdutamente
innamorato di lei, gli promise di esaudire ogni suo desiderio, ella allora gli chiese la vita
eterna ma trascurò di chiedere al Dio anche l’eterna giovinezza, che Apollo le offrì in cambio
della sua verginità. A causa del suo rifiuto alla proposta del Dio, iniziò ad invecchiare e
avvizzire fino a diventare delle dimensioni di una cicala, così da essere appesa in una gabbia,
in seguito espresse l’ultimo desiderio cioè quello di morire, ma il Dio non gli concesse questo
‘dono’.28 Considerata donna di grande Saggezza, la Sibilla Cumana è una figura centrale
nell’Eneide di Virgilio, nel ruolo di Profetessa di Apollo e Sacerdotessa di Ecate, guida Enea
nel suo viaggio iniziatico negli inferi, armata della fiaccola della saggezza, aiuterà l’eroe a
trionfare sull’ignoranza e sulle passioni terrene.
A migliaia di chilometri di distanza dall’Europa, nel cuore dell’Asia, circondato dalla
catena montuosa Himalayana vi è il Tibet 29, il paese delle nevi. Attualmente sotto il controllo
della Cina, il Tibet da secoli affascina studiosi, appassionati, mistici e religiosi, tutti folgorati
dal lato misterico ed esoterico di questa regione considerata una delle più antiche dell’Asia.
Il Buddhismo, diffusosi definitivamente in Tibet attorno al X secolo d.c.30 dovette fin da
subito confrontarsi con la religione autoctona del luogo, il Bön. Considerata in linea di
massima un culto animista, il Bön è certamente una religione dai tratti sciamanici incentrata
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Giuliana Poli, L’antro della Sibilla, Xpublishing 2008
Cuma è attualmente un sito archeologico nella provincia di Napoli, tra i comuni di Bacoli e
Pozzuoli.
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Erich Neumann op. cit. pag. 170
27
Il XVI Atu, La Torre, quindi, può essere letta come il Fuoco della Parola che infiamma l’Ego. In
questo caso, l’Aspirante sperimenta una nuova nascita in Vita
28
Ovidio, Metamorfosi, Libri XIV, IX
29
Esso può essere considerato una manifestazione del Sé. Tutti noi tendiamo verso mete sconosciute.
Viaggiare verso il Tibet sta a significare, talvolta, rendere conscio il Sé. E questo vale anche per quei
luoghi mitici come Atlantide e Agharti e La Città delle Piramidi.
30
La cosiddetta “seconda diffusione della dottrina”.
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sulla figura del Bönpo, Sacerdote con qualità psicopompe in grado di ricevere oracoli e
difendere la popolazione dagli spiriti maligni con l’ausilio dei più svariati rituali. Nonostante
l’assimilazione e la sistematizzazione del culto Bön secondo il modello Buddhista, ancora
oggi sopravvivono, nelle regioni rurali del Tibet che si definiscono buddhiste 31, gli eredi dei
bönpo, i pawo32. I pawo sono degli oracoli laici,
essi possono essere considerati dei veri e propri
medium, con l’ausilio di preghiere, di movimenti
convulsi e aiutandosi con il rumore dei tamburi,
questi ‘eroi’ al confine tra il materiale e lo
spirituale vengono posseduti non solo da divinità
minori ma anche da demoni o spiriti dei defunti,
anche contemporaneamente da più di questi.
Durante la trance il medium parla velocemente,
alla persona più dotta del villaggio viene dato il
compito di ascoltare e mettere insieme l’oracolo. 33
La tradizione Bön sopravvive anche nel
“Buddhismo ufficiale”, sebbene culti e credenze,
come già detto, siano state modifiche per adattarsi
il più possibile alla dottrina buddhista, la scuola
Nyingma34 ha fuso in maniera originale gli
ancestrali insegnamenti del culto Bön con il Dharma 35. Letteralmente “antichi traduttori”, la
scuola Nyigma è la più antica del Tibet, nasce durante la prima diffusione del Buddhismo nel
paese e fa risalire i sui insegnamenti direttamente a Padmasambhava 36, colui che sconfisse gli
antichi dei incorporandoli nel sistema buddhista e facendoli diventare “Protettori del
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La religione Bon viene tutt’oggi, come un tempo, praticata non solo in Tibet ma anche in Nepal e
nel nord dell’India, per questa ragione è molto difficile dare una definizione completa ed esaustiva di
questo culto. Il più grande monastero tibetano Bon si trova a Menri.
32
Letteralmente “eroe”.
33
Alexandra David - Neel, Mistici e maghi del Tibet, Astrolabio 1965, pag 40
34
Le scuole del buddhismo tibetano sono essenzialmente quattro : Nyigma, Kagyu, Sakya e Gelug.
Tuttavia l’attuale Dalai Lama, sicuramente uomo dalla mentalità aperta, considera il Bon alla pari
della sopracitate scuole buddhiste, senza per questo aver scatenato non poche polemiche.
35
Dharma, letteralmente “legge o dottrina” in questo caso si riferisce alla dottrina del Buddha
36
Lett “nato dal loto” è conosciuto in Tibet come “Il prezioso maestro” (Guru Rinpoche), nato nell’
VIII secolo oltre ad essere considerato un potente mago e mistico, è sicuramente il primo diffusore del
buddhismo in Tibet.
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Dharma”, come fece il Buddha con le divinità induiste del suo tempo 37.
I Protettori del Dharma fin da subito hanno svolto anche una funzione oracolare, venivano
invocati a Samyè, ove vi è il più antico monastero del Tibet, che, come vuole la leggenda, fu
costruito proprio da Padmasambhava. Il mito narra che in questo monastero il monaco di
rango più alto venisse posseduto dagli antichi dei o spiriti tutelari del Tibet ad ogni rito
liturgico in loro onore. Il monaco cadeva in uno stato di trance profonda e, parlando per
bocca degli dei, egli rispondeva ad ogni domanda gli venisse posta. Nacque in questo modo
l’oracolo buddhista più antico del Tibet, l’oracolo di Samyè. Nonostante il loro
allontanamento dalle pratiche e dai rituali pre-buddhisti, i Gelugpa,38 non solo proseguirono
con la tradizione dell’oracolo di Samyè, ma elevarono la figura oracolare come istituzione di
Stato. Al tempo del grande quinto Dalai Lama, l’ordine Gelug aveva conquistato una
egemonia politica e spirituale in tutto il Tibet. In questo periodo l’oracolo di Nechung 39 prese
posto nel monastero di Drepung, riconosciuto dal Dalai Lama come oracolo di Stato.
L’oracolo veniva consultato nelle questioni di Stato più importati, oltre ad essere la massima
autorità nella conferma dei Tulku 40, era (ed è) il principale consigliere del Dalai Lama, che a
lui si affidava senza riserve visto la sorprendente esattezza delle sue previsioni.
Il mito racconta che un potente
ngagpa41 imprigionò uno spirito in una
minuscola scatola che poi getto in un
fiume. Mentre la scatola galleggiava e
seguiva il suo corso, un monaco, nei
pressi del monastero di Drepung, la
vide e preso dalla curiosità la tirò fuori
dal fiume e l’aprì, immediatamente lo
spirito scappo via dalla sua “stretta
prigione” (nechung), accompagnato da
un terribile rumore e sotto forma di una colomba si rifugiò in un boschetto e ne fece la sua
37

Lama Anagarika Gonvida, “La via della nuvole bianche”, Astrolabio Ubaldini Editore
I praticanti della scuola Gelug. Letteralmente “i virtuosi” nota anche come “scuola dei berretti
gialli” la scuola Gelug fu fondata da Lama Tzong Khapa nel XIV secolo. Ponendo l’accento
sull’etica e la disciplina monastica raggiunse la più vasta diffusione nel Tibet.
39
Tibetano gNas-cung, letteralmente “Piccolo Posto”
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Il Tulku è la rinascita di una bla-ma (lama). Pur non considerando l’anima un fenomeno immortale,
il buddhismo tibetano accetta la teoria dei Tulku, essi vengono considerati il continumm di coscienza
(sems) che passa da un corpo ad un altro più o meno in maniera consapevole.
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Un lama-stregone
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dimora. Per paura che lo spirito potesse causare danno e per placare la sua ira fu costruito un
Santuario nel luogo dove la colomba 42 si posò. Fin da allora il Lama officiante di quel tempio
veniva posseduto dallo spirito ogniqualvolta questo era invocato.43 Lo spirito che possiede il
medium è la manifestazione irata di Pehar, Dorje Drakde, anch’egli in tempi passati
sottomesso da Padmasambhava e quindi divenuto un dharmapala. La cerimonia per la
consultazione dell’oracolo, che si svolge tutt’oggi, è intensa e suggestiva, il medium indossa
un vestito che pesa più di trentacinque chili, solo il cappello ne pesa più dodici.
Accompagnato da musiche, incenso e canti, il medium man mano perde conoscenza, il volto
cambia, perde di naturalezza, i muscoli facciali si contraggono fino a sembrare totalmente un
alta persona, con occhi iniettati di sangue entra in uno stato di furia, i messaggi dati vengono
trascritti da gli altri monaci, l’improvviso svenimento segnala il “distacco” tra Dorje Drakde
e il suo medium. 44 I maggiori protettori del Dharma sono otto, l’unica donna tra questi è
Palden Lhamo45, nella gerarchia degli spiriti tibetani sotto Paleden Lhamo vi sono gli spiriti
Tenma, queste entità, da alcuni considerate Dakini, sono manifestazioni femminili della
Saggezza e della Vacuità, originariamente appartenenti al culto Bon come spiriti delle
montagne e delle valli, nel Buddhismo tibetano sono divenute guardiane della scuola Gelug e
di tutto il Tibet. La principale manifestazione degli spiriti Tenma 46 è Dorje Tshajema. Colei
che attualmente si fa “vaso” nella ricezione oracolare degli spiriti Tenma è Khandro-La, la
prima donna a raggiungere lo status di oracolo di Stato. Considerata anche oracolo di
Tseringma47 e emanazione femminile dell’energia del Buddha, è tenuta molto in
considerazione dall’attuale Dalai Lama e dal suo entourage. Sensibile fin da piccola e colpita
da stati di trance improvvisi la vita di Khandro-La non è stata semplice, considerata pazza dai
suoi concittadini andò via dal Tibet, e dopo una serie di peripezie si ritrovò a Dharamsala 48 al
cospetto del XIV Dalai Lama che la riconobbe come “Ramgjung Neljorma.” 49 Uno dei
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La colomba, nel misticismo occidentale rappresenta la via di Gimel. Nei tarocchi di A. Crowley
essa è la Sacerdotessa della Silver Star, il collegamento tra la Corona (Kether) e il Bambino
(Tipharet). Non a caso una delle manifestazioni di Nechung è proprio quella di un bambino.
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Lama Anagarika Govinda op.cit. pagina 217
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In tibetano “Kuten”
45
In India Shri Devi (Gloriosa Signora) è considerata una manifestazione irata di Sarasvati
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Le guardiane Tenma sono dodici ognuna con una propria personalità e con un proprio “nome
segreto”
47
Potente divinità Himalayana, lei e le sue quattro sorelle vengono venerate per la longevità la
fertilità e il buon augurio.
48
Città dell’India, residenza attuale del Dalai Lama e del governo tibetano in esilio
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sistemi di divinazioni più antichi del Tibet è il MO, consacrato a Manjushri, il bodhisattva
della saggezza, il MO si basa sul lancio di un dato sulle cui sei facce vi sono incise le sillabe
seme del mantra di Manjushri50. Egli venerato in tutta l’Asia centrale, come manifestazione
della saggezza di tutti i Buddha, viene chiamato anche Manjughosa che letteralmente
significa “Dolce Voce”. Interlocutore privilegiato del Buddha Sakyamuni in molti sutra 51,
Manjushri viene evocato ad ogni sessione di divinazione con lunghe meditazioni e recitazioni
di mantra, proprio perché incarna il concetto di “Parola” del divino, le lunghe pratiche
preliminari permettono di “sintonizzarsi” con l’essenza della “Parola”.
Nel misticismo occidentale, e in particolare nella Cabala, il Logos primordiale è
associato a Chokmah, la seconda Sephira, la prima emanazione di Kether. Manifestazione
della Saggezza52, Chokman rappresenta l’inizio della creazione: “In principio era il Verbo”,
chiamata anche “la Radice del Fuoco”.
Nei Misteri di Thelema il “complesso delle energie” raccolte nel cuore di Aleister
Crowley, nel suo ufficio di Profeta, ha permesso la pronuncia di una Parola che dal genere
umano è conosciuta come Volontà ossia Thelema, inizio di un nuovo Logos di Saggezza, che
ha permesso l’abrogazione e in certi casi la rettifica delle formule del tempo antico: questa è
la forma più sublime di Oracolo. Il legame ristabilito nella corretta forma, da Frater P. aka
Aleister Crowley e dai suoi colleghi53, con i cosiddetti Maestri Segreti, ha permesso la
ricezione di altri Oracoli: i Libri Santi di Thelema, Opere di cui la lettera e lo stile devono
rimanere immutati. Come scritto ne “L’equinozio degli Dei”, Crowley sviluppò un’accurata
conoscenza delle dottrine esoteriche non solo occidentali ma anche orientali. La
concentrazione della mente e l’unione di essa col “mondo sottile” non erano tematiche ad egli
sconosciute come ben illustrato nel Book Four. Le tecniche avanzate di yoga e meditazione,
purgate dallo strato superstizione, fuse al metodo scientifico hanno ridato vita ad un antico
messaggio che stava andando via via perdendosi nel mondo occidentale. La messa in moto da
parte del “Profeta” di una nuova ruota del Dharma ha rivelato la più potente delle parole
oracolari: Thelema. Tutto torna nelle mani dell’uomo, tutto torna ad essere manifestazione
della sua Volontà e non di qualche dio capriccioso. La trasmissione del messaggio degli Dei
all’interno dei misteri di Thelema e nello specifico nel sistema dell’A∴ A∴ avviene
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Ah Rh Ph Tsa Na Dhi
In particolare il Prajanaparamitasutra e il Sutra del Loto.
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attraverso la ricezione della parola semestrale dell’Equinozio 54: un lavoro continuo di
allineamento “alla corrente” consegnata successivamente dal Cancellarius 55 ad ogni
Aspirante al Santo Ordine ogni sei mesi. I metodi con cui Crowley, nell’Ufficio di
Praemonstrator dell’Ordine, ricevette questa “parola” sono molteplici e variegati, trasportati
da oggetti naturali, animati o inanimati56, o col metodo dell’ “ispirazione” diretta.57 Alla
ricezione della parola Crowley avrebbe aggiunto un Oracolo, ricavato dai Libri Santi col
metodo della “bibliomanzia”, e un Omen, basato su un esagramma dell’I Ching.
Da Oriente a Occidente, in tutte le culture, vi è sempre stato un desiderio continuo
verso un’evoluzione trascendente, sociale e spirituale. Gli oracoli rappresentavano e
rappresentano un canale diretto verso quel Dio, che le religioni monoteiste hanno sempre
voluto farci credere lontano da noi, ma che invece è intrinseco in noi e che grazie alle varie
forme oracolari ha fatto sentire la propria Voce. Vi è la Saggezza come filo conduttore, dal
“Conosci te stesso” del Tempio di Delfi, passando dalla discesa agli inferi della Sibilla
Cumana, all’esoterismo del Buddhadharma, alla rivelazione di Thelema. La più grande forma
di Saggezza, dunque, è la potenzialità evolutiva insita all’interno dell’Umanità.
There is no god but man58

Amore è la legge, amore sotto la volontà.

.
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Originariamente anche l’oracolo di Nechung veniva consultato pubblicamente ogni sei mesi.
L’Ufficiale Registrante dell’Ordine
56 Aleister Crowley, Magick Without Tears
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Image: The State Oracle Nechung
from https://tibet.net/2017/06/kashag-invokes-state-oracle-nechung-to-offer-obeisance/
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"On formal occasions, the Kuten is dressed in an elaborate costume consisting of several
layers of clothing topped by a highly ornate robe of golden silk brocade, which is covered with
ancient designs in red and blue and green and yellow. On his chest he wears a circular mirror which
is surrounded by clusters of turquoise and amethyst, its polished steel flashing with the Sanskrit
mantra corresponding to Dorje Drakden. Before the proceedings begin, he also puts on a sort of
harness, which supports four flags and three victory banners. Altogether, this outfit weighs more
than seventy pounds and the medium, when not in trance, can hardly walk in it.
"The ceremony begins with chanted invocations and prayers, accompanied by the urgings
of horns, cymbals and drums. After a short while, the Kuten enters his trance, having been
supported until then by his assistants, who now help him over to a small stool set before my throne.
Then, as the first prayer cycle concludes and the second begins, his trance begins to deepen. At this
point, a huge helmet is placed on his head. This item weighs approximately thirty pounds, though
in former times it weighed over eighty
"Now the kuten's face transforms, becoming rather wild before puffing up to give him an
altogether strange appearance, with bulging eyes and swollen cheeks. His breathing begins to
shorten and he starts to hiss violently. Then, momentarily, his respiration stops. At this point the
helmet is tied in place with a knot so tight that it would undoubtedly strangle the Kuten if
something very real were not happening. The possession is now complete and the mortal frame of
the medium expands visibly.
"Next, he leaps up with a start and, grabbing a ritual sword from one of his attendants,
begins to dance with slow, dignified, yet somehow menacing, steps. He then comes in front of me
and either prostrates fully or bows deeply from the waist until his helmet touches the ground before
springing back up, the weight of his regalia counting for nothing. The volcanic energy of the deity
can barely be contained within the earthly frailty of the kuten, who moves and gestures as if his
body were made of rubber and driven by a coiled spring of enormous power.
"There follows an interchange between Nechung and myself, where he makes ritual
offerings to me. I then ask any personal questions I have for him. After replying, he returns to his
stool and listens to questions put by members of the Government. Before giving answers to these
the Kuten begins to dance again, thrashing his sword above his head. He looks like a magnificent,
fierce Tibetan warrior chieftain of old.
"As soon as Dorje Drakden has finished speaking, the Kuten makes a final offering before
collapsing, a rigid and lifeless form, signifying the end of the possession. Simultaneously, the knot
holding his helmet in place is untied in a great hurry by his assistants, who then carry him out to
recover whilst the ceremony continues."
- His Holiness, The 14th Dalai Lama.
“Freedom in Exile”. New York, NY: HarperCollins.
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“Gateway”
Domenico Allegretto - Australia
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MUTATIONS RETREAT REVIEW
Held in Sydney 2018
Simon Willis
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.

J Daniel Gunther has produced some of the most fascinating textual analysis and
inspired works since you know who, and whenever he comes close enough to my remote chip
of land I like to go and see him. So, when I was first made aware of the Australian OTO’s
2018 event, Mutations of the Dao, featuring the man himself, I had to go along.
I would have gone for Gunther alone, but this weekend was offering more - Steve
King, Australia’s Supreme and Holy King who was celebrating his 30 th year in the Order;
Barry William Hale and Chris Wong lecturing on their own Daoist practices with some 50
years’ experience between them; with Tony Edwards, a graduate student of Chinese
Linguistics – so, it looked like it would be fascinating.
In the interests of full disclosure, I love these guys!

Barry Hale and Chris Wong
I practiced “community centre” Tai Chi for five years, but my instructor never went
into theory at all, so I was going in without much prior knowledge, Barry and Chris’s
“Introduction to Chinese Cosmology” was just what I needed to get me thinking along
Chinese lines.
I’m more used to the Aristotelian system where Earth Air Fire and Water are used in
different combinations to create all things.
The I Ching system begins with Two main elements, the feminine Yin, represented by
the dark half of the Yin/Yang symbol, and the masculine Yang – the white half of the
symbol, each half containing the seed of the exact opposite.
These elements can also be denoted with a full line for Yang and a broken line for
Yin. By stacking these lines 3 high we derive the 8 Trigrams or Ba Gua.
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If you are fluent in Binary mathematics you will notice the 8 Ba Gua form the
numbers 0 to 7 from right to left with the Yang acting as the 1 and the Yin as the 0.
The bottom line, known as the line of Earth – denotes the presence (Yang) or the
Absence (Yin) of the number 4 in the final value of the trigram. The middle line, known as
the line of Man denotes the presence or absence of the number 2 in the final value and the top
line, line of heaven denotes the presence or absence of the number 1 in the final value.

Our computer binary number system owes a lot to the I Ching.
Hexagrams are formed by stacking two Trigrams on top of each other in all
combinations to create the 64 Hexagrams of the I Ching – for various purposes including
divination.
More than just divination devices, the Ba Gua have “forms” (think God forms and I
don’t think you’re far wrong) which were beautifully demonstrated by Sifu Chris.
Another set of forms were described as the 18 Lohan (originally the Sanskrit word,
Arhat, which you may have come across in Buddhist circles which became cross-pollinated
through time with Daoism, Confucianism and Buddhism concepts).
This theoretical information was matched with fun practical exercises in the Chi Kung
workshops on the mornings of day two and three.
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Tony Edwards: Harmonising Thelema and the Tao
Tony’s lecture began on Esopus Island in the Hudson River where Crowley translated
the Tao Te Ching. While many believe Crowley’s translation was heavily based on that of
James Legge with just a few alterations, Tony discussed Crowley’s deep understanding of the
Tao Te Ching that, in his mind, reaches deeper than Legge’s work.
Tony’s scholarly delivery and obvious expertise on the subject lent an academic
authority to his lecture as he led us through the labyrinth of history behind the text and his
conclusion.

Steve King
Steve further discussed the influence of the Dao on Crowley, along with his own
observations. There are traces of the Dao throughout Crowley’s works, from the techniques
employed by the fictional detective Simon Iff through to Konx Om Pax.
Liber Aleph devotes several chapters to Daoist themes, Steve suggests that when we
see the Dao mentioned in Crowley’s works we should think O.T.O. As Crowley aged, the
influence of the Dao grew, he used the I Ching as a divination tool to the end of his days.
Steve’s lectures are often a lolly scramble - if you ever find yourself at one of these,
note furiously - they are often insights from a practitioner whose roots go way deeper than the
30 years in the Order that we celebrated at the retreat.

J Daniel Gunther: The Mysteries of Trigrammaton
Daniel discussed Crowley’s state of mind at the time of writing Liber Trigrammaton,
in 1907 - he had written Liber Porta Lucis the day prior and this would be his third book that
week. In short, Crowley received this Class A document at a time when he was seriously
enflamed.
He received the 27 trigrams of Liber Trigrammaton at the time with the aphorisms to
come later. Unlike the traditional I Ching trigrams, which are combinations of Ying and
Yang symbols stacked three high (see above), these trigrams include a dot – a symbol of the
Tao.
For example here is Trigram containing Yin, Yang and the Dot.
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As mentioned earlier the traditional Daoist sequence can be explained with binary
numbers by using the Yin and Yang to represent 0 and 1. The addition of the Dot pushes the
system into base 3, 0 for Yin, 1 for Yang and 2 for the dot.

Thou shalt obtain the order & value of the English Alphabet
On pages 364 – 365 in Daniel’s Angel and the Abyss, you will find a table “Trigrams
and some useful Attributions” where the trigrams are numbered from 0 to 26.
In this table he uses Base 3 notation to show the “Value” of the Trigrams.
In “The Law is for All” Crowley published his attributions of the English letters to 27
Trigrams, but he leaves the final Trigram – number 26 (remember this sequence begins at 0)
with no English letter attribution. Daniel explained that this mystery plagued him for years
until he came across an old alphabet training book where the Ampersand is used as the 27 th
letter. Apparently work has already begun to enumerate the text of Holy books to derive new
equivalences. One example was given, the word “concealed” enumerates to 93.
Daniel went on to explain that the sequence of the Trigrams describes the movement
of the unmanifest to the manifest – and therefore can be used to retrace our steps into the
Great Return, certainly a lot to meditate on there.
In the same table in Angel and the Abyss, Daniel attributes a tarot trump to each
Trigram, which he himself derived from mystical means. He explained this process, in one of
several personal asides – precious moments to the Aspirant!
Mutations of the Dao was an illuminating weekend indeed, not least of all from the
camaraderie of fraternity I have come to love. I made new friends, got to spend time with
some dear old friends and got to talk very briefly to Daniel and Gwen Gunther. I would
personally like to thank the Australian O.T.O. for putting this event on, and allowing me to
come it was a very special event.

Love is the law, love under will.
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"..there were the exemplary men.
They took heaven as law and the earth as
rule; their appearance resembled sun and
moon.
They distinguished among and arranged the
stars [on the basis of their] movements
contrary to or following [the movements of]
yin and yang.
They distinguished among the four seasons.
They went along with high antiquity and
they acted in complete union with the Way.
They, too, were able to add to their long life
and to have their full time."
Unschuld, P., Tessenow, H. and Zheng, J. (2011). Huang di nei jing su wen.
Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, p.44
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INTRODUCTION
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.

It is both a pleasure and an honour to be able to present this relatively rare and little
known essay Christ and the Message of the Master Therion - penned by Frater Achad
(Charles Stansfeld Jones) - to the public; for the second time since its composition. That the
publication of this paper should accompany the turn of the Solstice - in ancient times
coinciding with the Roman Saturnalia, the Dies Natalis Solis Invicti and now of course the
celebration of Christ’s birth - is a matter of convenience rather than design, an auspicious
omen perhaps, though if not at the very least a somewhat fitting coincidence.
The publication of this essay would never have been possible without the permission
of Mr. Carl Abrahamsson, to whom we owe our thanks. Carl kindly agreed to let us utilise
this essay for the educational and exploratory aims and purposes associated with articles
published in the T.H.O.T.H. periodical. Special thanks also go out to our friend and Brother
Stephen J. King for his annotation and most insightful Afterword, both of which we’ve no
doubt the serious student will find invaluable.
If one were to view this essay in what would appear to be its most exalted sense, it
may be said that Christ and the Message of the Master Therion is an attempt to bridge the
apparent great divide that separates the old aeon from the new and in so doing to trace the
stream of Divine Consciousness (that is encapsulated within the Heart of the Master) that
transubstantiates from one age to another. Furthermore it would appear that Jones seeks to
identify the golden thread that is so finely woven throughout the ages by the Ecclesiastique
Summae of the Great Order That Hath No Name Among Men. Reverence is also paid to the
Master whose voice and message was not ready to be received by the hearts and minds of
those amongst Him nor many of those who sought to follow Him.
It is fitting that this Special Supplement should follow on from the first edition of
T.H.O.T.H. (Volume I Number 1) entitled “Religion in Thelema” seeing that at the core of
Jones’ piece resides the fundamental idea that Thelema itself is but the spiritual and religious
heir to what for all intents and purposes we may call the True Christian doctrine. Though in
this regards whether or not Jones was embracing a Gnostic-Catholic or quite simply a
Catholic Theology is debatable, yet as Brother Stephen concludes in his Afterword the latter
would in fact seem to be the case.
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We deem it unfortunate that the corruption of the past has disfigured the face of
Religion to the point of its not only being despised but also unrecognisable by many of those
amongst us. In this respect we are hopeful that at best the publication of an essay such as this
aid in prompting those so inclined to seek out once again the ancient flame of the true
religion and its ancient rite, or at the very least to provide a meaningful and thought
provoking avenue for further contemplation.
Much has been said and I am quite sure will continue to be said about Frater Achad
and his ideas regarding the commencement of the Aeon of Maat, ideas which although not
blatantly proclaimed are nevertheless subtly hinted at throughout this essay (also discussed in
the Afterword by Brother Stephen J King). Whilst most Thelemites will agree that the Aeon
of the Child has scarce begun let alone the Aeon of Maat, it is possible that what Achad was
receiving and experiencing in regards to his notions on Maat was a form of Divine Gnosis or
an exalted Mystery that he simply was not duly prepared and or ready to correctly decipher,
interpret and understand. Perhaps the Mystery of Maat that was lost on Jones will be revealed
as the Aeon of the Child continues to progress. Coupled with right perspective I intuit that
M.A.A.T. will resume its proper place - the appropriate Adjustment having been made within its Thelemic context and in accordance with the Teachings of the a.
Ultimately it is up to you the reader to make of Jones’ paper what you will. The ideas
expressed therein are most likely to cause as much controversy today as they would have for
Jones during the period when he wrote the essay. Be that as it may one thing for certain is
that Charles Stansfeld Jones, Frater Achad, was a prominent figure and a pioneer of the
Thelelmic movement. At one point in his life he stood as an exemplar of one who had derived
Spiritual Attainment from the System of the a, and in so doing played his role in
manifesting the Beauty of the Great Order to the World, giving his life to the Great Work.
“At the CENTRE of our Being is the Star of Unconquered Will, that is the True or
Divine Will, the Will of the Universe. Each must discover this Star in his own being.”
Frater Achad (Charles Stansfeld Jones)

Love is the law, love under will.
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CHRIST AND THE MESSAGE OF THE MASTER
THERION
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law
To those interested in the study of the Religious development of Humanity, the
continuity of the Path through all the ages is a very remarkable feature. Unfortunately for the
races of the Western World, we have been so surrounded by petty dogmas and little schisms
that until very recently the Churches held that their Christianity was the only means of what
they thought to be salvation, and the revelation of the Master whose teaching they strove
vainly to follow was the only direct Divine Manifestation ever granted to Earth. Neither do
they understand how completely that Jesus was "very man”.59 Trained in the great school of
Human Experience, he was able not only to perform many marvellous works, but also "to
know what was in Man."60 Having attained the highest knowledge which human experience
can give, passing through the place of darkness, he was led through the appointed Pylons and
became Magus of the degree J=N. He knew that he must take up the Curse of his Grade
and teach his Law unto Men. This then is His Law as it is written in the book of the LAW.
“Love one another."61 "A new commandment I give unto you that ye love one another.” 62
Christ knew that "He must speak Truth that the falsehood thereof may enslave Man.” 63 "That
seeing they may see and not perceive, and hearing they may hear and not understand.” 64
Further, he knew his mission was not a complete revelation of Divine Knowledge, for
he told his disciples that "Greater works than these (which I have shown) shall ye do because
I go to the Father"65 i.e., the supreme Self, because he says also, "I and my Father are One." 66
Again, "I have finished the Work Thou gavest me to do,"67 thereby showing clearly that this
was not the only revelation as the work was not complete. He also speaks of "Another
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Acts 2:23;5:31.

60

John 2:25, paraphrase.
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John 13:34. More broadly see also John, Peter and Thessalonians.

62

John 13:34.
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Liber B vel Magi, paraphrase.

64

Mark 4:12.

65

John 14:12.

66

John 10:30.
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John 17:4.
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Comforter."68 No matter how prejudiced one may be those words can only imply a promise
of further revelation.
It is noteworthy that in those discourses he lays special stress upon the "Will of my
Father."69 In the early chapters of St. John he says, "If any man will do his Will he shall know
whether it be of God or whether I speak of myself."70 And in the Lord's Prayer, "Thy will be
done on Earth as it is in Heaven." 71 Or take that dark saying, "Nevertheless not my will but
thine be done."72 There can be no doubt that my will is earthly desire, Thine is the Thelema
of the Message. It must be plain that since two different selves cannot possess identical
“Wills" neither can the same Self have two "Wills" in the highest sense of the word. It must
be admitted then that Christ recognized the Will (or purpose) as an ultimate end in view for
all humanity.
This brings us to the second phase — as we may say — of the Message - that is
Freedom. Levitical Law "Condemned all under Sin" 73 and "the wages of Sin is death."74 The
Law of Love gave forth the promise of expiation through Sacrifice. Naturally, we must look
for the more perfect Law of Freedom through attainment, and such is the Message now
delivered. The contrast is very marked: first we have a Law of Prohibition "Thou shalt not;”75
secondly, the Law of Sacrifice and reward; and now freedom through our own attainment.
Breaking through the illusion of our own self ideation which is overshadowed by death, we
are vouchsafed a glimpse of the Eternal through Sacrifice and then, encouraged on "the
Way" 76, we receive the Message,
"Freedom by our own effort.”77 "Wherefore he says: Awake thou that sleepest and arise from
the dead and Christ shall give thee light.”78
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John 14:16.
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John 6:40; 12:50.
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John 7:17.
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Matthew 6:10; Luke 11:2.
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The word of Sin is Restriction, or as St Paul puts it, "I had not known sin except the
Law has said Thou shalt not covet."79 On the other hand, it must be clearly understood that
this Liberty is also "the strictest possible bond."80 There is no mention of either punishment
or reward - as Knight Monks of Thelema 81 we are beyond either fear or favour. But we have
accepted the calling knowing full well "that God is not mocked - as a man sows so shall he
reap."82 Again, there is no choice - "We have no right but to do that Will." 83 In other words,
no matter how I may shirk, no matter how often I fall down, I alone must find out and
ultimately attain that Will.
Do not let there be any misunderstanding; there is no sentimental fate or Kismet. You
can lie or perjure yourself to others, you may try to hoodwink yourself, but you can never get
away from that Other SELF. Listen to the Psalmist: "If I go up into Heaven, Thou art there; if
I go down to Hell, Thou art there also; if I fly to the uttermost parts of the Earth, even there
shall thy hand seek me and search me out.”84 Therefore to all who have accepted the Law it
is "The strictest possible bond." 85 The doctrine of intercession86 has always been a stumbling
block in Church Doctrine. We do need all the help that our Brothers can give us, but it is only
our own feet that can tread the Path and our own experience that will lead us. Christ declares,
"I am the Way."87 “Come unto Me"88 but we must seek that Way of our own Free will.
A friend, hearing the Message 89 read for the first time, said "Is not this more plainly
stated in the passage 'Be ye therefore perfect even as my Father which is in Heaven is
perfect'?"90 This, however, is far from being the case. The Gospel narrative is nearly 100
times as long as the short Message, and contains so many matters of controversy that no two
Christian sects agree as to the meaning of the plain words quoted. And yet, as previously
pointed out, this Message is in sweet accord with the teaching of Jesus. Let us take the
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Liber II.
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See Liber II.
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See Liber AL vel Legis I:42.
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Matthew 5:48.
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passage, "First find out what is thy Will. Second, Do that Will with (A) One-pointedness (B)
Detachment (C) Peace.”91 Besides the quotations already given, we may add, "If with all your
heart ye seek me surely ye shall find Me," 92 “Seek ye my face."93 How better can we
approach that search than by following the Command "Do the Will of my Father?" 94 Or
again, "In the volume of the Books it is written of Me that I should do Thy Will - Then said I,
Lo I come to do Thy Will." 95 As to the performance of that Will is it not written, "With all
thy heart and with all thy might, with all thy soul and with all thy strength." 96 "Now therefore
whatsoever ye do, do all to the Glory of God,"97 or again, "Striving alway for the one
Goal.”98 Detachment: "Consider the Lilies" 99 and "Consider the birds of the air." 100 "Are ye
not much better than they?"101 - and "Wherefore do ye haste to rise up early and so late take
rest and eat the bread of carefulness." 102 Truly, as Lao Tze says, " Who little have received,
and who have much shall grieve."103 Or St. Paul, "To me it is a very small thing if I be judged
of you or Man's judgment, yea, I judge not myself."104 Then as to Peace: "Thou shalt keep
him in perfect Peace whose mind is staid on thee."105 And that glorious Benediction, "The
Peace of GOD which passeth all understanding keep your hearts and minds.” 106
Surely then it cannot be said that the Message of the Master Therion contradicts that
other. One great point which is shewn clearly in the Message is "While there is much of
Love, there is no word of Sentimentality." 107 This cuts deeply into the false sentiment and
hypocrisy which has grown up among our would-be reformers. Pity is so often the expression
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of the "Holier than Thou"108 feeling, and on this point both Christ and the Message are in
Harmony. "Judge not that ye be not judged", 109 "Judge not by outward appearance."110 We
learn, "It cost more to redeem their souls so they may leave that alone for ever." 111 Then you
will be able to understand that "every man and every woman is a Star, and each Star moves in
its own path without interference.”112 Never must it be forgotten for a moment that "Every
man and every woman in thy surrounding is consciously or unconsciously striving to follow
the Path."113 "See to it then that it be not thy fault if another be turned aside.”114
"And whosoever will, let him come and drink of the Water of Life freely." 115 Jesus,
the God-man, the First fruits of them that slept, incarnated in a human body. But he clearly
showed through the symbolism he used in regard to himself that not alone was he One with
the Father - Who is Greater than I - but that he associated himself with an ever more universal
series than the human. Thus he united with the animal kingdom as the Lamb; with the birds
as the Dove; with the Fish through his name; with the vegetable as the Vine; his disciples he
called the Salt of the earth (cubic crystals) and there is the Mystery of the Perfect Stone, for
him that overcometh, in which a new name is written. Aleister Crowley associated himself
with the God- Beast. He incarnated in a human body, but symbolically claimed to be the SunLion. He received "Liber Legis" and became the Prophet of the Aeon of Horus - the Crowned
Child. But he did not associate himself with the other kingdoms in the way indicated above,
although, through Liber Legis, he did proclaim in Space, and the Star Universe and the
Mystery of Hadit. He also set up a System of Scientific Illuminism, the A:.A:., whose motto
is: the Method of Science, the Aim of Religion. Science has greatly advanced since the time
of Jesus and even the birth of Aleister Crowley, and the Revelation of Liber Legis in 1904.
Particularly there is the Theory of Evolution and quite recently the incoming of the
Atomic Age for all to see. We, too, must be prepared to advance with the times. The old
formulae are outdated. Were I the incarnation of the lamb of God itself, it would still be true
that I inhabit an elderly physical body, with aches and pains and many weaknesses, and so far
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it is in no sense proved that these are due to a process of regeneration rather than merely the
natural one of old age, sickness, and ultimately, physical death. For the moment it is better to
be a living dog than a dead lion. We own our own home and grounds - so long as we pay
taxes. The family consists of my wife and grown daughter, who provides for herself, an
adopted boy of 13; and two foster brothers of 11 and 12, whose bare maintenance is provided
for by the Children's Aid and Government. I must provide my share in order to keep going.
This money "comes" without asking from those of my students who are satisfied with their
own progress - rather than with what they get from me, for they are often much neglected.
It seems to me that things are working out for all of us in quite unexpected fashion which at first is rather confusing. Let us see if this very fact is not a key to the situation
which, if once glimpsed and at least partially understood, may well help towards proper
equilibrium. Not alone of the prophecies of Liber Legis, but of the Christian and other
Scriptures, seem suddenly to be working out with startling accuracy, but in a quite
unexpectedly reverse and humorous sense. There may be only very few of us who have so far
been permitted to witness these things or know anything about them, and yet they have a not
merely personal, or even magical, but worldwide implication. It’s not alone a sort of gamble
in regard to human events and persons, but implies the transformation of Time and Space and
Motion, the Atoms, etc. Also, it does not take me to tell you that on this planet it is obvious
that we are living in an age of potential abundance, while the best thing the powers that be
see to do about it is to start another war to get rid of it rather than let the common man benefit
by the fruits of science.
Anything I may say, then, will be no crazier than that - I hope. Let's take a few of the
strange combinations, which mark this present "mix-up" as seen in the light of the new Aeon.
The Hindus may have been right in calling things the Play of Shiva - or the Sport of the Gods.
The Qabalists were wrong in affirming the Void as the Source and omitting the Plenum. The
orthodox Jews were right in affirming the One God, but wrong in rejecting the Qabalists, for
it needs the Qabalah to prove it. They were wrong in rejecting Jesus as the promised Messiah.
But the Catholics were wrong in rejecting the Jewish Rock Jehovah in preference for Peter.
The Roman Communion was right in regard to the Mystery of the Trinity in the Plenum; and
the Greek Church wrong in the formula. The Christian Church seems entirely to have
misunderstood the mission and teachings of Jesus, and has set up an outer gate. It is built on a
sandy foundation, yet has endured for a long time. Jesus said to his disciples: "Make unto
yourselves friends of the mammon of iniquity, that when ye fail they will receive you into
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their houses."116 They make friends with mammon; alright, but do not remember that he
foretold their failure.
Godless science discovers Evolution; the Church is about to define - make part of the
Deposit of Faith for all time ex cathedra - the nature of the Mystery of the Assumption of the
Blessed Virgin. Jesus indicated his Second Coming as like a "Thief in the Night,"117 the day
and the hour no man knoweth. An April Fools Day "crazy" joke was issued long ago at the
probable "day and hour" but it was the Feast of Mary Magdalene not the Virgin.
Aleister Crowley proclaimed himself as the Beast and Anti-Christ throughout most of
his life, and became, according to the Press with millions of readers, "The Wickedest Man in
the World." The Catholics take no notice. To come closer home: Liber Legis is true, but it
tended to fool A.C. A.C. shouts "A ka dua – I adore the might of Thy breath" - and dies of
asthma. Achad, who gets the "reward" of Ra Hoor Khuit the Hawk- Headed - hawks and spits
to beat the band. (If not on crapulous creeds.) The candidate representing the “Lamb" looks
like an old goat without a beard. Now, all of this seems to indicate that this is the working out
of the Comedy side of the picture, which people have not expected. Perhaps Jesus was a
friend of publicans and sinners. Perhaps he dislikes the moneychangers at the door of the
Temple as much as he ever did. Perhaps they are in for a jolt. And wouldn't they like it to be
able to pin it onto an anti-Christ?
We are in an age of paradox. Let us accept it. We need to look both sides of the
shield. We need to try to understand the other fellow's view as well as our own, as
complementary. When we do we shall also see the humorous side and that there was nothing
to be afraid of in being sympathetic instead of hostile. It'll likely take a long time for things to
manifest on a wide scale. There are those still very much in the Old Aeon (or Aeons); there
are some who know a bit about the New one. Once we get rid of fear, which is failure, things
begin to go much better. Let's keep our sense of humour at all costs. The fun is only just
beginning. The individual formula which was uniquely necessary in order to fulfill the
prophecies of Liber Legis involved the strange correspondences and proportions of 13 and
31. This has been clearly proved. But thrice 13 and thrice 31 is the formula of Liber Legis,
whose Law is for All. Therefore we must consider the meaning of the same proportion
tripled, 9: As 39 is to 93. This means "As The Eternal One is to the Sons of the Merciful
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God!" The Qabalistic proof of this is IHVH AchD 118 (39) and BNI AL119 (93) - see Sepher
Sephiroth.120 Shall we not then face the Open Road in confidence as true BENI AL - Sons of
God!

Love is the law, love under will.
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A Psalm of Thanksgiving
O my God I love thee above all things;
help me to love Thee daily more and more.
This is the daily tenor of my song, O God my Beloved;
thus do I praise Thee eternally in Thy Holy Presence.
I sing with the angels and saints:
Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God of Sabaoth;
for Thou hast shown me that all the earth is full of the
Majesty of Thy Glory.
Ah, but I rejoice in Thee, O thou my God;
play Thou upon this instrument, O my Beloved tune Thou this reed with the Harmony of Thy
Heavenly Choir.
Let there be no false note nor any discord within Thy servant;
for I desire alone to do Thy Will and to sound forth Thy praises eternally in Thy Holy
Presence.
O my Beloved Thou art Wonderful; my soul delights in Thee and knows no sorrow in Thy
Presence.
Thou art the Brilliance of the fair White Light;
teach me O Lord to gaze upon Thy Face without fear,
because I love Thee.
O my Beloved I am filled with the Joy of Thy Love;
may my self be utterly forgotten in Thy Holy Presence.
For Thou alone art Holy, O my God;
Thou alone art worthy of place within Thy Holy Universe.
Make me O God as naught before Thee,
that there may be naught within me but Thee in Whom is all Delight and Goodness.
Verily, O my God, Thou are altogether marvellous in Thy Works;
out of nothing hast Thou made Thy Servant;
therefore there is naught within me but Thee,
and Thou art Perfect Bliss.
Amen.

- Fr. Achad, June 14, 1933
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AFTERWORD
The only information on the provenance of this paper is the note that it was copied
from the Frater Achad collection in the Kowal papers (John P. Kowal, who I will refer to
later).121 Frater Achad (Charles Stansfeld Jones) was not only a mystical and motivational
speaker and author, but also a prolific writer of instructional and epistolary essays such as
this. Many of these were unknown until they appeared on eBay a few years ago. Sold online
individually or in small sets, we’ll never quite know all of their contents or for the most part,
who acquired them. Nor will we know just how many papers Achad actually wrote and how
many are still out there yet to be discovered. An internal reference in this essay would date
“Christ & the Message of the Master Therion” as written some time after Aleister Crowley’s
death on 1 December 1947. Frater Achad died on 24 February 1950. Narrowing the essay
down to the intervening years significantly frames its contextual reading.
Achad was Aleister Crowley’s disciple, ‘magical’ son, student and collaborator in
Ordo Templi Orientis (OTO) and a. A gifted qabalist, he is credited with discovering
the “Key” to The Book of the Law. At an early grade in his magical career, Achad took the
Oath of the Magister Templi, thereby filling the office of I= O vacated by Crowley’s own
attainment to the J= N grade of Magus. Crowley’s epistle to Achad his ‘beloved Son,’ Liber
Aleph, is a masterpiece of spiritual illumination. The culmination of their collaboration was
the ‘Blue’ Equinox, published in the USA in 1919. The volume outlines the organisational
and doctrinal templates for OTO and a, as codified by Crowley at that time. Achad
was an active participant in that project.
The critical period for those interested in the history of these events is Crowley’s time
in the USA over World War One. For its treatment, I recommend Martin P. Starr’s The
Unknown God (2003), more recently Tobias Churton’s Aleister Crowley in America (2017),
and most importantly an early study, Hymenaeus Beta’s “Prolegomenon to the Second
Edition” of Liber Aleph (1991). The latter gives a detailed account of the Crowley-Jones
history. There is also a useful paper in the Fetschrift in honor of Hymenaeus Beta, Success is
Your Proof: one hundred years of OTO in North America (2015), “Charles Stansfeld Jones
and the Universal Brotherhood” by Frater Taos. As we will see, this paper provides
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contextual background for “Christ & the Message of the Master Therion.” And finally, there
is William Laccetti’s opinion piece, “The curious conversion of Frater Achad.” Republished
in his blog ‘The Light Invisible’ (2017)122, Laccetti offers a brief but serious introductory and
theological analysis of Jones’ thought. Compared to the more common and predictable
readings of Jones in the blogosphere and beyond, Laccetti’s insights are rare and some not
without their valid consideration here. There may be other commentaries out there similar to
it (i.e. more penetrating than what you can generally expect to find in the social media occult
ghetto) that I am not aware of.
The Crowley-Jones working relationship also figures in my lecture “The Tao of
OTO,” which has a strong focus on the taoist influence in Crowley’s re-design of the Order
while in the USA. Jones was a participant in this too - note his reference to the Dao de Jing
in this essay, which given the essay’s subject, seems almost random and out of place. We
know that Crowley studied the same translation/edition Jones cites - he most likely put Jones
onto it - and that it had an important bearing on his work with the Tao.
It is also clear ‘Thelema and Christianity’ was another theme of the US period - hence
the reference by Jones to the Tao above. He was involved in preparing Crowley’s study of
the New Testament, “Jesus: a study of the New Testament by The Beast 666” (subsequently
retitled Liber 888 Jesus. The Gospel according to St. Bernard Shaw.), intended for The
Equinox III:2. Slated for press after the ‘Blue’ Equinox, the volume made it to plates but was
never issued. Other developments from this period, such as the re-design of OTO, the writing
of doctrinal instructions regarding the Order’s central sacrament, the publishing of the OTO
Gnostic Mass, and Crowley’s progress to the Grade of Magus, all influenced his views on
Thelema in relation to Christ, the Christian Trinity and the Gospels.
Another key influence on Crowley’s take on Christ was his reading of Jung’s
Psychology of the Unconscious, which had been translated into English in 1916. Crowley
recommended Jones read it as well, and in his New Testament study noted “I am happy to
find myself in agreement with scholars of such eminence as Jung, Drews and Kalthoff in
considering Christ as a synopsis of contemporary myth.”123
The critical point to consider is that all of these seemingly unrelated currents were
from Crowley’s point of view and initiated insight at that time, connected. It no doubt
framed the universe of discourse and working curriculum of his disciples, and was aligned
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with his work to develop and reconstitute OTO. Under the Order’s world head at the time,
Theodor Reuss, OTO promulgated a solar-phallic, neo-Gnostic, Rosicrucian and theosophical
‘Oriental’ Freemasonic view of Christianity. Reuss even referred to the Order as the ‘Gnostic
Neo-Christians.’ Crowley was schooled in the Reuss doctrine, and unpublished
correspondence confirms he taught the same to Jones. It’s a topic too big for this Afterword,
but it is noteworthy to keep in mind. Liber II I should add, the subject of this essay, was
written in the US period and published in the ‘Blue’ Equinox.
A friend and brother, Krzysztof Azarewicz from Poland, recently suggested to me that
Crowley’s use of the magical name “the Master Therion” was inspired to some extent by the
revered German Christian mystic, the Meister Eckhart (c.1260- c.1328) - pointing out that
passages from Liber Aleph resembled Eckhart’s writings. While I’ve not studied this
hypothesis, it is fitting to make mention of it here - use of ‘the Master Therion’ becomes
prominent in the USA period and if inspired by a Christian mystic it is topical. Furthermore,
Eckhart was a fixture of the western canon and of keen interest to Crowley’s target audience.
Schopenhauer had compared Eckhart with Indian, Christian and Islamic mystics, Theosophy
embraced him, and so did Jung. All of these fit with the OTO program at the time of “The
Message of the Master Therion.” It perhaps indicates an identification by Crowley with
Christian asceticism and mysticism of an ‘Oriental’ leaning.
It is well known that Crowley and Jones fell out shortly after the US period.
Although upon becoming the world head or Outer Head of the Order (OHO) of OTO in 1923,
Crowley had reconfirmed Reuss’ appointment of Jones as US OTO Grand Master, by then
things had already soured. The detail need not detain us, but around that time and over the
next decade or so, Crowley rejected Jones’ new qabalistic discoveries and revelations,
rejected his books and lectures, rejected his style of writing - and quite often his topics and
cogency of argument - rejected his view that the Aeon of Maat was imminent, and considered
him to have broken the a regulation prohibiting the accepting of money for spiritual
teaching. He also saw in Jones psychological inflation.
In 1925 he wrote to him saying:
“...it is unanimously held that your books, while they contain much excellent work in
the popular presentation of the ideas learnt from the Equinox and the Order, are calculated
to arouse ridicule by their crudeness, lack of originality and egoism. The style of “sublime”
passages is sheer imitation of mine...I can only repeat once again my very serious warning
that unless you kill out that inflamed ego, go back and steadily work through the grades you
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jumped so gaily, and adopt an attitude of probity and brotherhood with your fellow workers,
you will come to the most Almighty everlasting smash in the history of - Chicago!”124

In the end Crowley rejected Jones outright. In 1936 he expelled him from OTO.
In the mid 1940s, shortly before Crowley’s death, Jones attempted to re-establish
contact with him. Crowley was dismissive. He wrote to his second in command, Karl
Germer, saying, “With regard to Achad’s communications: I can make no sense of any of
them, and shall ignore the whole matter. Achad went completely insane in the strict medicolegal sense of the term in 1925, and he has been getting deeper in ever since.” 125 Jones
obviously had a different version of reality. Writing to Crowley’s friend turned archivist
Gerald Yorke in 1948, after the former’s death, Jones said “The Oath of the M.T. [Magister
Templi] of a is to interpret every event as a direct dealing of God with the soul. This I
have tried to do, that is all I set out to do when entering the Abyss in 1916. This is all A.C.
ever said should be done.”126
Some of Achad’s ‘events’ in the mid-late 1920s included learning the mysteries of the
Roman Catholic Church, and he interpreted them uniquely. He took his first communion in
1928 and was confirmed in 1929. In 1948 Jones recalled that his first communion “led to the
opening of the Initiations and Ordeals which were to follow in accordance with Liber
Legis.”127 Jones believed he went through the last of these ordeals (the fourth ordeal given in
The Book of the Law Chapter III verse 67, of “ultimate sparks of the intimate fire”), in 1945.
This probably explains his attempts to reach out to Crowley in the mid-1940s.
Prior to Jones getting expelled from OTO in 1936, Crowley had resumed their
correspondence as he prepared The Equinox of the Gods (1936) for publication. Jones is
included in the a Imprimatur as I=O (777), Cancellarius (Achad) and F= R
(Parsival). Given Achad’s participation in Roman Catholicism, it is ironic that The Equinox
of the Gods gave (at that time) one of Crowley’s clearest published positions on Thelema and
the Gospels, in line with his unpublished New Testament thesis from the US period:
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“It [Thelema] is the Law that Jesus Christ, or rather the Gnostic tradition of which
the Christ-legend is a degradation, attempted to teach; but nearly every word he said was
misinterpreted by his enemies and garbled by his disciples. In any case the Aeon was not
ready for a Law of Freedom. Of all his followers only St. Augustine appears to have got even
a glimmer of what he meant.”128
Crowley further expounded his position in a footnote to the mention of “he” above,
referring readers to his then unpublished The Equinox III:2 study. He also noted “There is
therefore no “he” in this case”, which had always been his primary point.
Yet on Thelema and the Gospels, Crowley and Jones seem to have held a very similar
underlying or essential view - “It is the Law that Jesus Christ...attempted to teach” - but
arrived at their respective positions in different ways and informed by different beliefs, ideas
and exegetical interpretation and analysis. You could also say, motivation.
Unlike Jones in “Christ & the Message of the Master Therion,” Crowley never
accorded, outrightly at least, Jesus the grade of Magus in a. Some initiate-scholars say
‘Jesus’ is implied in Krishna and Dionysus (in regards which, see Liber Aleph). He
nevertheless made a cheeky self-referential remark just prior to the US period in The Book of
Lies (1913), which may or may not be tongue in cheek. In Chapter 60 ‘The Wound of
Amfortas,’ he wrote, “The new Christ, like the old, is the friend of publicans and sinners;
because his nature is ascetic.” His commentary to the passage read, “In the penultimate
paragraph the words "the new Christ" allude to the author.”129 Crowley at that time was a
Magister Templi. The more serious side to this is to be carefully studied in The Vision & the
Voice.
In 1920, Jones had proclaimed the word “Love” as a magical formula, a proclamation
on par (for Jones) with a Magus uttering a word of divine revelation and precept for an aeon.
Jones did not claim the grade of Magus, but later considered he might have temporarily been
admitted to the grade in order to receive that word. When, according to Jones, his ‘Aeon of
Maat’ commenced on 2 April 1948 at exactly 1.11pm, he suggested “Love” could be used as
the word of its Aeon. Put into perspective of his spiritual journey (or some might say,
misadventure!), Jones, Frater “Achad” - ie. AChD, ‘Unity,’ the hebrew gematria to which
equates with AHBH, ‘Love’ - saw the word as indicating a need to unite or balance the law of
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“love one another” with “Love is the law, love under will.” 130 This unity from an Aeonic
perspective was in Maat, an age of truth and justice - balance - to “help towards proper
equilibrium” (as he put it in “Christ & the Message of the Master Therion.”)
A deeper study of Thelema and Christianity is beyond the scope of an Afterword. 131
Laccetti who I mentioned earlier considers Jones from the 1920s on to have become
increasingly focussed on “realized theology” - the “immanent fulfillment of the Kingdom of
God.”132 In Achad’s Aeonic terms, Maat followed on from the ages of Isis-Osiris-Horus to
complete the sequence, and represented the Material Kingdom. In his qabalistic terms, the
Aeon of Maat was therefore the heh final (Malkuth) in an aeonic formula of Tetragrammaton
(IHVH). Qabalistically, the Aeon therefore represented the great return of that heh final to
the throne of the mother (heh prima, Binah) and its resultant awakening or uniting with the
All-Father yod (Chokmah). Achad put an eschatological reading on the process (and
formula) of initiation in the New Aeon133 - “Thus the eschatological kingdom is realized on
earth, Malkuth being united with Kether in fulfillment of God’s plan for creation.” 134
In Catholic terms, as Laccetti notes;
“In the Catholic system, this process can be described through the salvation economy
of Mary, a Daughter of Israel and child of earth, conceiving the Son, the Christos, by the
Holy Spirit, then being united with God the Father in her Coronation as the Mother of
Heaven. The Son’s Incarnation thus redeems the material world of Malkuth—represented in
microcosm by Mary— through the inbreaking of the eschatological Kingdom in the event of
Jesus Christ. Catholics participate in this reality—the eschaton made present here and now
in fulfillment of God’s plan—through the Eucharistic Mass.”

The Gnostic Catholic eucharistic doctrine of OTO Ecclesia Gnostica Catholica has an
almost similar praxis drawn from the scriptural revelations and apocalypse (Liber 418) of the
a and the New Aeon formula of initiation. This mystery of mystery continues the

Temple Theology of Christ into the New Aeon by the new Order of the Temple in service to
the Masters of the Temple, as I touched upon in my last contribution to T.H.O.T.H. Of most
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import in this place is that via this Covenant of Resurrection and Communion of Saints the
transformation from the old western god-image and eschatological Kingdom is enabled in the
here and now, establishing the Kingdom of Ra Hoor Khuit upon earth and the universal godimage or psyche in heaven - a deep topic beyond the transpersonal self (the Christian psyche
of Jung) and into the praeterhuman connectedness and consciousness of Thelema. 135
Crowley intimated his position in The Equinox of the Gods when he wrote, “The new Aeon is
the worship of the spiritual made one with the material, of Horus, of the Child, of the
Future...we have an absolutely fixed and definite standpoint for the foundation of an universal
religion.”136
“For two things are done and a third is begun. Isis and Osiris are given over to
incest and adultery. Horus leaps up thrice armed from the womb of his mother. Harpocrates
his twin is hidden within him. Set is his holy holy covenant, that he shall display in the great
day of M.A.A.T., that is being interpreted the Master of the Temple of a, whose name is
Truth.” Liber 370: 7
“I am Baphomet, that is the Eightfold Word that shall be equilibrated with the
Three.” Liber 370: 18

Jones however was focused on the salvation economy and eschatological Kingdom,
and saw the Catholic position manifesting, as he mentions in “Christ & the Message of the
Master Therion,” in the then current initiative of the Church to “make part of the Deposit of
Faith for all time ex cathedra - the nature of the Mystery of the Assumption of the Blessed
Virgin.” This was eventually enacted “infallibly” by Pope Pius XII in 1950 with the dogma
of the Assumptio Mariae. I suspect that Jones felt much like Jung, who commenting upon
this in his 1952 Answer to Job, wrote “One could have known for a long time that there was a
deep longing in the masses for an intercessor and mediatrix who would at last take her place
alongside the Holy Trinity and be received as the ‘Queen of heaven and Bride at the heavenly
court.’ For more than a thousand years it has been taken for granted that the Mother of God
dwelt there. I consider it to be the most important religious event since the Reformation.”
Jones obviously assigned an importance to it in his own “realized theology” and indicative of
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his ‘Aeon of Maat.’137 My friend and brother Giuseppe Zappia makes brief but pertinent
comment on Jones and his aeon in the Introduction to this essay.
Given that “Christ & the Message of the Master Therion” was written after Crowley’s
death in 1947 and before Jones’ in 1950, it is quite possible or even probable that it was
written after Achad’s ‘Aeon’ had commenced (April 1948), and was part of its
announcement. At any rate, what we know for sure is that the ideas being presented here had
been developing in Jones for about 30 years.
Some circumstantial evidence to support a post- ‘Aeon of Maat’ writing is in the
essay itself. The comment by Jones that “there are some who know a bit about the New one
[Aeon]” is unlikely to refer to Horus. The thelemic movement may not have been big, but
Crowley’s publishing had been prolific, the Aeon was nearly 50 years old, and there were and
had been far more than “some” students, initiates and disciples. Jones knew this and was
well aware of the OTO work in the USA post Crowley’s death.
More telling are Jones’ inclusive yet departing words. He notes that Crowley “set up
a System of Scientific Illuminism, the a, whose motto is: the Method of Science, the
Aim of Religion” but that “Science has greatly advanced since the time of Jesus and even the
birth of Aleister Crowley, and the Revelation of Liber Legis in 1904.” Jones notes that now
“Particularly there is the Theory of Evolution and quite recently the incoming of the Atomic
Age for all to see. We, too, must be prepared to advance with the times. The old formulae are
outdated.” He is moving on from the Aeon of Thelema (Will), while at the same time
accepting its place in the scheme of things.
A month after Jones’ ‘Aeon’ however, his pent-up frustrations and resentment, and
perhaps feelings the ‘magical son’ had been passed over in favour of Crowley’s successor in
OTO and a, Karl Germer, were more pronounced. Writing to Crowley’s friend Gerald
Yorke and Albert Handel (a student of Jones) on 24 May 1948, he vented “A.C. is
dead...imagine what [Germer] feels when...Achad crops up and in no way opposes the Will,
but produces a New Aeon, which throws the whole magical formula of A.C. and saturnus out
of gear and into the discard as out of date.”138
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There are traces of unresolved issues in the essay. In a pointed reference to Crowley
when Jones speaks of his own aging, he noted “I inhabit an elderly physical body, with aches
and pains...these are due to a process of regeneration rather than merely the natural one of old
age, sickness, and ultimately, physical death. For the moment it is better to be a living dog
than a dead lion.”
Jones also observes “Not alone of the prophecies of Liber Legis, but of the Christian
and other Scriptures, seem suddenly to be working out with startling accuracy, but in a quite
unexpectedly reverse and humorous sense.” It probably wasn’t lost on Jones that his own
‘Aeon’ manifested the day after April Fool’s Day, and at 1.11pm - the number by hebrew
gematria of the letter Aleph, attributed to the Fool card of the tarot. Crowley’s Liber Aleph,
written for Jones, was titled The Book of Wisdom or Folly in the form of an Epistle of 666 The
Great Wild Beast to his son 777.
You can decide which way the scales tipped with Jones - wisdom or folly? FatherSon relationships are not as easy as the Gnostic or Tridentine Mass might suggest!
“Christ & the Message of the Master Therion” was copied from the papers of John P.
Kowal (1900-1978), and it is here that the Frater Taos essay on the Universal Brotherhood
(UB) referred to earlier is particularly useful. Kowal had succeeded Jones after his death as
the UB’s head or ‘Mahaguru.’ Jones had been a member of the UB since the 1920s.
Curiously, the time of his joining coincides with when relations with Crowley sour.
While Crowley was openly critical of the UB, who he believed were swindlers, it is
hard to doubt the sincerity of its founder, Professor Merwin-Marie Snell. Snell was a pioneer
in the study of what is now called comparative religion. His UB, despite a staggering amount
of ‘cone of silence’ like super structures of secrecy and hierarchy, appears to have promoted a
universal spirituality and as its name suggests, brotherhood. Jones rose through its ranks and
was appointed Mahaguru in the early 1930s. Many of his students also joined, and Jones
even set up a Thelemic cell within the organisation, the Thelema Grama. Jones’ UB
successor, Kowal, would take up corresponding with Germer and Yorke, and in time became
an aspirant to a. It is possible this essay, from Kowal’s papers, was a UB document of
the Thelema Grama. Maybe a Maat Grama was coming next?
A closing note should come from Liber 888. Crowley makes clear the position he
later reiterated in The Equinox of the Gods, as quoted above. He writes:
“... if the New Testament be the composite document which it is here maintained to be
in this essay, I am the truest of all Christians. I agree with practically every word reported of
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the Yogi Jesus, and nearly every word of the Essene. True, I reject Salvationism, and the
Jewish element of the prophecies fulfilled, and the praise of the Law of Moses; but trust
humbly that any deficiency in these respects may be more than made up by superfluity in
another. For not only do I hold the cult of John Barleycorn to be the only true religion, but
have established his worship anew; in the last three years branches of my organisation have
sprung up all over the world to celebrate the ancient rite. So mote it be.”
That organisation is the OTO. Put into perspective, “Christ and the Message of the
Master Therion” is distorted revisionism of that Message - it espouses a catholic and not a
Gnostic Catholic theology, a salvation economy not the liberation economy of true
redemption. Make of it what you will. The true religion and the ancient rite, however, is still
celebrated. And its branches continue to spring up all over the world, as the Master Therion
intended. When Liber II was written, that was the Master’s message, his call to action.
Unlike Jones, he never revised it.
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ΧΑΙΡΕ ΣΩΤΗΡ ΚΟΣΜΟϒ
“Hail, Savior of the Universe”

- Liber ABA. Image © Ordo Templi Orientis
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"This is a FREE event, all you need to do is rock up and enjoy!
Donations welcome with proceeds going towards OTO New Zealand.
⭐
Register your interest and get more info: osis@otonewzealand.org.nz
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A harmonious blend of internal & external Martial Arts.
Introducing a new eclectic System that is built upon many Martial

Art cultures and styles featuring:
 Tai Chi
 Qigong
 Kung Fu
 Thai Boxing
 Weaponry
 Cardio
 Conditioning

“SL PHOENIX Martial Arts is about exploring the limits of
self and removing the obstacles that hold the creativity of the
individual back; unearthing the power-source of energy that
often remains latent within men and women.”

Casual lessons - Private sessions - Workshops - Intensives
As with the ancient Martial Art schools of the past, founded upon
religious ideas and morals, at the core of Sol Phoenix Martial
Arts resides a profound spiritual and philosophical doctrine
which is encapsulated within Thelema - the spiritual source and
sun that informs this system.
Giuseppe & Tikky Zappia
0404 795 592
solphoenixma@gmail.com
http://solphoenix.site

Cost: $15 per session
Wednesday: 6:30pm - 8pm
Tara Hall @ Buddha House
496 Magill Rd, Magill SA 5072

“courage is your armour”
LIBER AL III:46
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https://www.spreaker.com/user/thelemaradio

https://www.facebook.com/radiothelema/
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http://outercol.org/

Contact
Parties interested in contacting A∴A∴ may address their
correspondence to:

Chancellor
BM ANKH
London WC1N 3XX
ENGLAND

secretary@outercol.org
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